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Date: April 6, 2014 

All  

On the second week-end in March of 2014,   Zetwal Mission Outreach (ZMO) had the opportunity to meet with 
EDAAD; our Haitian partner to host a clinic mobile for one day in the city of Tabarre a  north-east suburb of Port au 
Prince.  JADT (Jeunes en Action pour le Development de Tabarre) a youth organization also joined in to help.  
 
The clinic was held on Saturday March 8

th
 from 9:30 AM to 3:30 PM and the team served 154+ patients. The clinic 

was set up in a park next to the Catholic Church in Croix-des-Missions/Mapou neighborhood. A couple of helpers 

went out around the town advertising the clinic using a megaphone and inviting people to come. 

Benches were setup in the courtyard for the patients to use while waiting to see the doctors.  The clinic flow was 

such that the patients would first see the nurses (Mme Paul and Mme Dahlene)  for vitals (Blood Pressure and 

Temperature) and recording of their demographic information.  Next the patients would consult with the Dr Pera 

and Dr Dores who recorded a diagnosis and prescription. If the patient needed additional lab work they were 

referred to a nearby clinic (the St Andre Medical Center of Mapou)  for further evaluation.  A tent was set up for 

storage and the medical supplies were organized on a table  where Dr Tannis and Nurse Janice helped the team fill 

the prescriptions from our available stock. Martha , Julie  and myself also helped in the process.  Once the 

prescriptions were filled we handed out gifts the children and family before they left.  The gifts consisted of beany 

babies for the kids and hygiene kits for the parents. The EDAAD team had packaged the kits the nights before from 

all the donations we had received over the year. We had baggies of toothbrushes, or band aids, Q-tips and 

Neosporin.  We gave away all are kits.  

It was a very busy and successful clinic. With records on 151 patients, we saw that 65% were female, 37% were 12 

or under, our oldest patient was 84 and our youngest 5 months. Many of the patients suffered from gastric 

distress, pain, infections and poor nutrition. Clinics like these are critical to provide a path to better health and to 

serve as a teaching moment for better nutrition, the importance of clean water and to offer hope.  All the families 

were very grateful and asked that we come back to their neighborhood soon.   

Thank you to all our supporters who donated funds, medicines and beanie babies that allowed us to host this clinic 

mobile. Together we bring hope so all can shine like the stars.  

See photos attached 

Sincerely, 

Lucy Nichols 
Lucy Nichols 

President Zetwal Mission Outreach     www.zetwal.org 
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The EDAAD team prepares the medication and Hygiene kits 

 

The kits: band-aids, Neosporin, Touthbrushes, Q tips and sanitizers 
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The team: ZMO (myself), EDAAD & JATD 

 

Lucy Nichols, president of ZMO with Willie Senatus, president of EDAAD. Our T-shirt had the ZMO logo 

on the front and the moto on the back with the name of the partner organization EDAAD  
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Setting out the medication to fill the prescriptions  

 

 

Our doctors hard at work, doing consultations 
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Patients lined up early and wait for their turn to see the doctor.  
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Filling out prescriptions 
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Every one wanted a little “nounours”  e.g. Beanie baby 
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The children are so sweet and grateful for the attention and care they are given 

 

Job well done!  - fantastic team effort. 


